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Natech Industrie 

Architectural linear profiles  
with LED sources 
adapted to your projects and 
customized according  
to your plans 
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Natech Industrie excels in the conception and manufacturing 
of Led lighting fixtures.  Our expertise is based on a solid 
knowledge of controllers and constant current or voltage pow-
er supply.  25 years later, in a world of constant evolution, 
Natech Industrie is still a leader and a pioneer of the Led tech-
nology. 
 
Natech’s LED lighting systems (light emitting diode) can adapt 
to multiple types of control like:  Dimming the intensity, manag-
ing the energy efficiency or mixing the lighting colors with the 
DMX512 or Dali protocol.  It can be used with or without a 
WIFI remote or radio frequency. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
The large choice of aluminum Led extrusions for the Led 12v 
and 24v sources are used as heat dissipater and gives a good 
protection for the product. 
 
Their structure dissipates the heat to maintain an optimal tem-
peture and a maximal longevity. 
 
The Led source is installed in the cavity of the extrusion to 

avoid any contact with wood or glass surfaces.  

 

 

Power and type of lighting source 
 
 
 
Many accredited LED linear source are offered with a range of 
white tints, colors and different lighting power. 
 

• Working with and constant voltage of 12V or 24V. 
 
All Natech’s LED linear sources are certified cULus and meets 
the L70 standard when paired to the appropriate extrusion. 
 
Some of the linear source are covered with an silicone enve-
lope jacket which gives them the waterproof protection sign. 
 

Our team masters the operation of the LED technology 
and it directly reflects into our range of solutions.  Our 
products are offering you a superior lighting power, lon-
gevity and durability. 
 
Our close collaboration with architect, engineer and de-
signer firms allows us to adapt and/or create any types of 
projects. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The majority of the extrusion can be paired with an opal 
or frosted cover and specific end caps to create a com-
plete product. 
  
Natech also offers waterproof solutions with the 33 and 
34 extrusion, paired with an IP67 source. 
 
Choose your extrusion according to the installation type 

and/or the effect that you want to create. 

 

 

 

 
It can be used in damp area (interior/exterior) like bath-
room and restaurant/bar counter.  Every outdoor installa-
tions must be IP67 (waterproof). 
 
See your manufacturer of local representative for assis-
tance or to help you with the combination of products. 
 
Dimming, instant lighting or controls of colors are availa-
ble. 

The company 

Product line LEDbar 



* All others °K and others individual color, contact factory 

Selection of the profile / Matching linear sources with profiles 
 
This board helps you find the appropriate extrusion according to the desired LED source 
 
1. Define the installation type 
2. Choose the LED source:  White (choose the Kelvin degree, monochrome (Red, blue or green, three colors (RGB) or four 

colors (RGB+WW or WH) 
3. Assure you that chosen LED source and extrusion can be matched.  
4. Validate the lighting power. 
 
Anticipate the possible limits associated with the size of the extrusion and the lighting power of the chosen LED linear source.  
Note that if you choose a waterproof (IP67) source, the size will increase due to the silicone envelope jacket. 







New items  
Black cover for few led profile  
 
New lighting technology and light like the white cover 







Les profilés NTALBH (bloc d’alimentation interne) 













(3, 4 or 5 channels) 


